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The SAFETYNET Inspection Reports make your job easier by allowing you to find the specific 
information you need in the SAFETYNET System. Reports can be used to meet grant reporting 
requirements, track inspector activity to support certification requirements, or validate the 
quality of your inspection by identifying missing data. Ultimately, reports help you support 
motor carrier safety programs and help FMCSA prioritize at-risk carriers for interventions.

What types of canned reports are available?
You can view the following types of reports by selecting Reports on the top menu:

Report Type Description

Record Summary Reports Provide a record summary report and a function to generate custom reports.

Data Entry Reports Generate specific data entry reports.

Workload Reports Track the operations of the Inspection Program and the status of data within the  
Inspection Module.

Prioritization Reports Provide managers with information that is helpful in following up on inspection records.  

Summary Reports Provide quantitative overviews of the status of the Inspection Program.

Statistical Reports Offer a qualitative overview of the Inspection Program and a measure of the effectiveness of 
program policies.

Crossover Reports Generate carrier reports from inspections and crashes.

Upload Status Reports Provide a summary and details report of the inspections uploaded and pending confirmation, 
as well as the number of days between the inspection date and upload date.
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What are the most commonly used canned reports?
The most commonly used reports are listed below.

Report Type Description

Driver Vehicle Examination Report Generates a copy of a Driver Vehicle Inspection Report conducted on a carrier. The report 
replicates the Roadside Inspection Report without the signatures. Used to fulfill inspection 
requests in DataQs or requests for inspection reports from carriers.

Data Entry Workload Report Displays counts of records by verification and upload status for each user ID for inspections keyed 
in on a particular input date or date range.

Inconsistent OOS Violations Cites Report Lists inspections that have an out-of-service (OOS) value inconsistent with the default OOS value 
from the Violation Table. Used to evaluate how inspectors are citing OOS violations.

Inconsistent Violation Units Report Displays inspection violations that appear to be in conflict with the intended violation category 
defined in the Violation Table. Used to evaluate how inspectors are assigning violations.

Duplicate Inspection Report Used to easily review potential duplicate inspection reports. Look for date or time changed  in the 
system. Sometimes reports that do not make it in electronically are uploaded by the inspector 
later, resulting in two reports.

Inspector Profile Workload Report Summarizes the types of inspections and associated violation information for inspectors 
conducted during a specified time period. Helps inspectors and supervisors know where they are 
in their certification, and evaluate the type and level of inspections completed by an inspector.

MCSAP Quarterly Report Summarizes quarterly State inspection data and is a required Federal report. Used for CVSP 
Quarterly Reporting.

MCMIS Upload Edit Results Messages Displays confirmation results from MCMIS after uploaded records, including Warnings and Errors, 
have been processed. Helps States with large volumes of activity logs.

How can I create a custom report?
SAFETYNET makes it easy to create custom reports. The grid can be customized by adding and/or removing columns.  
Query results from the grid can then be exported into other software to create shareable reports.

To create a custom report, first run a query. To export the results:
     Select Reports  Record Summary  Print/Save
     Keep the default settings, and under Select Rows, choose All Rows
     Click Save to export the grid as a text file
     Open MS Excel and click on File  Open
     Navigate to the location of the saved grid.txt file, and click Open
     MS Excel will run the import wizard; maintain default settings from the wizard
     When the import is done, save the file as a XLSX file

 Hint: By default, the file name is grid.txt, but you may want to use a more meaningful name.


